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NEUTRON PICKUP STRENGTH FROM 56Fe(p; d)55FeREACTION AT 28 MeV INCIDENT PROTON ENERGYA. Kumara, K.C. Jaina, D.K. Avasthib, A. Tripathib, S.K. Dattaband I.M. GovilaaDepartment of Physis, Panjab University, Chandigarh, IndiabNulear Siene Centre, New Delhi, India(Reeived February 15, 2000; Revised version reeived November 24, 2000)Di�erential ross-setions for the 56Fe(p; d)55Fe reation have been mea-sured at 28 MeV proton energy using 15 UD Pelletron aelerator at NulearSiene Centre, New Delhi. The data has been analysed using the zerorange Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) using the standardWoods�Saxon optial model potential and the non loal range orretions.The spetrosopi fators for the 5/2� (2.144 MeV), 1/2+ (4.450 MeV),3/2+ (4.825 MeV) and 5/2� (7.610 MeV) exited states have been newlymeasured.PACS numbers: 27.40.+z 1. IntrodutionThe nuleus 55Fe an be desribed as a single neutron outside and twoproton holes in the doubly losed 1f7=2 shell. There are two approahes re-ported in the literature [1�4℄ to desribe this nuleus. In the �rst approahthe shell model alulations onsider 48Ca as an inert ore and the e�etivep�p and p�n interations are used to desribe the di�erent on�gurationout side this ore. While the seond approah is the intermediate ouplingmodel whih onsiders the oupling of an odd nuleon to the neighbouringeven-even ore whih is either in the ground or in the exited state. Car-ola and Ohnuma [4℄ have ompared the eletromagneti transition strengthwith the intermediate oupling model whih is simple in nature and havefound a good agreement with the experimental observations exept the statieletri quadrupole moments whih most of the models failed to reprodue.Ohnuma [3℄ has also alulated the energy levels of the nulei by the shellmodel with the on�guration mixing. The simple e�etive n�p interationhad the radial Gaussian dependane and has been taken to �t the experi-mental data on the energy levels of 56Co and 50S. He has alulated theenergy level spetrum and the spetrosopi fators whih were found to bein a reasonable agreement for the lower energy spetrum i.e. � 2 MeV.(195)



196 A. Kumar et al.In 55Fe nuleus very little work has been done to study the spetro-sopi fators from pikup reations whih provide a quantitative appraisalof the shell model and the intermediate oupling model. In the present workthe (p; d) reation has been used to study the spetrosopi fators whihare reliably dedued from the simple reation mehanism i.e. diret pik-upof one neutron from the target and the appropriate use of the DistortedWave Born Approximation (DWBA). Earlier workers [5�11℄ have studiedthe 56Fe(p; d)55Fe reation but the results on the spetrosopi fators di�eronsiderably from eah other. Further, these fators have been measuredonly for some prominent transitions. The present experiment was aimedto remove the existing ambiguity and to measure the spetrosopi fatorsfor the weak transitions for whih no data is available in the literature. Aomplete knowledge of the spetrosopi fators shall provide a better toolfor understanding the struture of this nuleus.2. Experimental set-upThe 56Fe(p; d)55Fe reation was studied using the 28.0 MeV proton beamfrom the 15UD Pelletron at Nulear Siene Centre, New Delhi. A selfsupporting 850 �g=m2 thik metal foil of natural iron (91.8% 56Fe) wasused as the target. The harged partile telesopes onsist of E (5 mm) and�E (300 �m) silion detetors. The angular distributions of deuterons weremeasured in the angular range from 28.5Æ to 65Æ in steps of 2.5Æ. The overallenergy resolution was about 50 keV. A typial deuteron spetrum is shownin Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The energy spetrum of deuterons from 56Fe(p; d)55Fe at � = 63:5Æ.



Neutron Pikup Strength from 56Fe(p; d)55Fe Reation : : : 1973. Optial model alulationThe data analysis was performed with a 13-parameter optial modelpotential inluding a omplex entral potential of the Woods�Saxon shapeand its derivative, a spin-orbit term of Thomas form and a Coulomb termas given belowV (r) = �VRf(r; rr; ar)� iWsf(r; rs; as) + i4aiWD: ddr f(r; rD; aD)+VLS � ~mp�2 (L:S)1r � ddrf(r; rLS ; aLS) + VCoul ;where the Woods�Saxon well f(r; r0; a0) is given byf(r; r0; a0) = "1 + exp r � r0A1=3a0 !#�1 ;where A is the target mass number. The Coulomb term is taken as thepotential for a unifrom harged sphere of radius R = rA1=3:3.1. Proton optial model parametersThe angular distributions of elastially sattered protons from 56Fe weremeasured to obtain the proton optial model parameters for entrane han-nel. The starting parameters to �t the proton elasti sattering data weretaken from Perey and Perey [12℄ and were tuned to obtain the �nal optialmodel parameters. These �nal optial model parameters are given in Table Iwhih are used for the entrane hannel in the DWBA analysis.3.2. Deuteron optial model parametersThe optial model parameters for deuterons were taken from the globalset of Daehnik et al. [13℄. We modi�ed these parameters slightly to get thebest �t of the deuterons angular distribution from the ground state of 55Fe.These modi�ed parameters (Table I) were used for the DWBA analysis forall the exited states. The neutron potential used for this analysis are alsotabulated in Table I.



198 A. Kumar et al. TABLE IProton optial model potential parametersPotential Depth Radius (r0) Di�usness (a0)(MeV) (fm) (fm)Real 42.2 1.14 0.79Volume Imaginary 8.1 1.37 0.52Surfae Imaginary 1.5 1.37 0.52Real Spin�Orbit 6.6 0.96 0.67Coulomb � 1.11 �Deuteron Optial Model Potential ParametersPotential Depth Radius (a0) Di�useness (a0)(MeV) (fm) (fm)Real 106.0 1.12 0.90Volume Imaginary 0.0 � �Surfae Imaginary 65.0 1.38 0.74Real Spin-Orbit 13.0 0.90 1.18Neutron Optial Model Potential ParametersPotential Depth Radius Di�useness (a)(MeV) (fm) (fm)Real varied 1.14 0.79Spin- Orbit Fator multiplying � �the Thomas term (25.0)4. Distorted wave analysisZero range DWBA alulations with �nite range parameter R equal to0.621 with nonloal range orretions were performed for all the observedtransitions employing the omputer ode DWUCK4. The non loality or-retion B=0.85 fm2 for the protons and �=0.54 fm2 for the deuterons wereapplied. The target form fators were generated by employing the well depthmethod. The depth of the Woods�Saxon potential is adjusted until the sepa-ration energy of the piked-up partile from the spei�ed orbital is mathed.The spetrosopi fator S was extrated using the relation�d�d!�Exp = 2:3C2S�d�d!�DWBA ;C is the isospin Clebsh�Gordon oe�ient and the fator 2.3 is the normal-isation onstant due to the �nite range e�ets, alulated by Bassel et al.[14℄ for the (p; d) reations using the Hulthen wave funtions for the internalstruture of the deuteron.



Neutron Pikup Strength from 56Fe(p; d)55Fe Reation : : : 1995. Results and disussionThe transitions orresponding to ten exited states were observed in thepresent experiment. We alulated the neutron pik-up strength from the2p3=2, 2p1=2, 1f5=2, 1f7=2, 2s1=2 and 1d3=2 orbitals. The DWBA predi-tions for transitions involving 2p3=2 and 2p1=2 transfers are shown in Fig. 2.It is lear from the �gure that the di�erential ross-setions for the 3/2�(0.0 MeV) and the 1/2� (0.411 MeV) states are reasonably well reprodued.The DWBA alulations involving 1f7=2 transfers are shown in Fig. 3. The

Fig. 2. The experimental di�erential ross-setions for (a) 3/2� (0.0 MeV) and(b) 1/2� (0.411 MeV) states.�rst 7/2� state (1.316 MeV) is weakly exited in omparison to the seond7/2� (1.408 MeV) state therefore, the transition to the �rst exited statemay have a onsiderable two steps transition probability while the seondexited state is mainly reahed by a one step transition. This is also on-�rmed by Vennink and Glaudmans by the shell model alulations [15℄. Thespetrosopi strength for the third 7/2� state (2.938 MeV) is 1.39 whihis also strongly exited therefore, seems to be a one step transition. Therelative strength of the seond 7/2� (1.408 MeV) state to the �rst 7/2�(1.316 MeV) exited state is about 4.8 whih lies lose to the value of 4.4measured by Majumdar et al. [16℄ from the 56Fe(d; t) reation. These three7/2� states arry the 62% of the total 7/2� strength as shown in Table II.
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Fig. 3. The experimental di�erential ross-setions of deuterons for (a) 7/2�(1.316 MeV), (b) 7/2� (1.408 MeV) and () 7/2� (2.938 MeV) states. TABLE IIComparison of the present results with earlier results.Ex State l Present (p; d) (d; t) (h; �) Theoretial(MeV) transfer work [10℄ [9℄ [16℄ [18℄ [19℄ KB1[10℄ SDI[10℄0.0 3/2� 1 1.51(7) 0.69 1.22 0.90 0.63 0.28 1.13 0.420.411 1/2� 1 1.03(15) 0.28 0.40 0.28 0.47 � 0.41 0.440.931 5/2� 3 0.46(3) 0.33 0.70 0.40 0.43 0.37 0.18 0.841.316 7/2� 3 0.62(4) 0.41 � 0.73 0.62 � 0.35 0.041.408 7/2� 3 2.96(12) 2.41 � 2.91 4.68 � 2.66 3.722.144 5/2� 3 0.43(6) � � � � � � �2.938 7/2� 3 1.39(7) 0.87 � � 1.21 0.73 0.54 0.414.450 1/2+ 0 1.93(39) � � � � � � �4.825 3/2+ 2 3.55(64) � � � � � � �7.610 5/2� 3 1.61(21) � � � � � � �



Neutron Pikup Strength from 56Fe(p; d)55Fe Reation : : : 201The spetrosopi strengths for the 5/2� states were alulated on-sidering these due to one nuleon transfer from the 1f5=2 orbitals. Thespetrosopi strength for the 5/2� (0.931 MeV) state was found to be ina good agreement with the values obtained earlier by Zaman et al. [17,18℄.The spetrosopi strength for the 5/2� states at 2.144 MeV and 7.610 MeVhave been newly measured. We found 41% of the total 5/2� strength dis-tributed among these three states. The remainder is probably spread over alarge number of weakly exited states. The omparison of the experimentaldata with the theoretial angular distributions for these states is shown inFig. 4.

Fig. 4. The experimental di�erential ross-setions of deuterons for (a) 5/2�(0.931 MeV), (b) 5/2� (2.144 MeV) and () 5/2� (7.61 MeV) states.Two positive parity states 1/2+ (4.450) and 3/2+ (4.825 MeV) have alsobeen analysed for the �rst time. The 1/2+ state was strongly exited indi-ating that this transition is dominated by a single step proess. We got thespetrosopi strength 1.93 for this state whih is about 90% of the totalstrength.We onsidered the 3/2+ state as a result of one neutron pik up from1d3=2 orbit and obtained spetrosopi strength equal to 3.55 whih is nearly88% of the total strength. The �tting of the experimental and the theoretialangular distributions for the 1/2+ and 3/2+ states are shown in Fig. 5.The present spetrosopi fators alongwith the values obtained by othersare summarised in Table II. Our results for the states 5/2� (0.931 MeV),
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Fig. 5. The experimental di�erential ross-setions of deuterons for (a) 1/2+(4.450 MeV) and (b) 3/2+ (4.825 MeV).7/2� (1.316 MeV), 7/2� (1.408 MeV) are in good agreement with the valuesreported earlier by Zaman et al. [17,18℄ as shown in Table II. However, ourresult for the 7/2� (1.408 MeV) state are lose to their value from (d; t)reation [17℄ as ompared to their value from (3He,�) reation [18℄. Thepresent spetrosopi fators (1.51) for the 3/2� (0.0 MeV) state is more inagreement with the value obtained by Hosono et al. [9℄. The experimentalvalues are also ompared with the theoretial shell model preditions usingKuo�Brown (KB1) and Surfae Delta Interations (SDI).6. ConlusionThe spetrosopi fators for the 3/2�(0.0 MeV), 1/2�(0.411 MeV),5/2� (0.931 MeV), 7/2� (1.316 MeV), 7/2� (1.408 MeV), 5/2�(2.144 MeV),7/2� (2.938 MeV), 1/2+ (4.450 MeV), 3/2+ (4.825 MeV) and 5/2� (7.610MeV) states were extrated in the present experiment. The spetrosopistrength for the 5/2� (2.144 MeV), 1/2+ (4.450 MeV), 3/2+ (4.825 MeV)and 5/2� (7.610 MeV) have been reported by us for the �rst time. The ex-perimental values are ompared with the theoretial shell model alulationswith Kuo-Brown(KB1) and SDI [10℄. The agreement with theory using theseinterations is very muh limited. This indiates that a better theoretialinterpretation inluding the e�ets of the mixing of 1f and 2p nuleons inthe ground state wavefuntions as suggested by Legg and Roast [6℄ may beneeded to desribe this nuleus.
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